Volume exclusion expressions
We derive volume exclusion expressions for test albumin molecules inside the tissue, and for simplicity leave out the subscript "T" on densities. Volume exclusion expressions outside the tissue then follow when we set the densities of GAGs and collagen particles as zero.
Exclusion of a neutral albumin test particle (steric exclusion)
When equilibration has taken place in the cell, a neutral test albumin ("1"-particle) in the tissue of thickness z and volume will experience steric exclusion because of charged albumin particles (volume average density ), charged GAG particles (volume average density ) and neutral collagen matrix particles (volume average density ). As a result, effects of charge interactions are absent for the test particle. As we shall see, the exclusion expressions we then obtain will also mimic interactions when the test particle, as well as all albumin particles in the tissue, has charge. The ionic strength in the tissue is, however, so high that charge effects are negated and only steric exclusion is left, as discussed in the main text in the section "Debye length and shielding". In such a situation we shall say we have a neutralized case.
Exclusion by charged albumin particles.
The charged particles will be concentrated in regions outside the charged GAG particles. When ionic strength is very high they may behave as neutral particles and pass through holes on the GAG surfaces and also be distributed inside the GAGs. Both charged (-) and neutral (0) albumin test particles have diameter . The neutral test particle will be excluded (E) from the volume and per unit tissue volume from , .
Here E1(0)1(-) denotes the exclusion of a neutral "1"-particle by charged "1"-particles. Eq. S1 is also the steric part of the total exclusion of a charged albumin particle by charged albumin particles.
Exclusion by collagen matrix particles
The neutral test albumin, or neutralized case particles, will penetrate swollen GAGs and interact with matrix particles there. Therefore, the excluded volumes (total and per unit tissue volume) due to neutral test albumin-collagen matrix interaction are
where E1(0)3 denotes exclusion of a neutral "1"-particle by "3"-particles.
Exclusion by GAGs
The neutral albumin test particle, or neutralized case particles, may penetrate into the volume inside the GAG as far as the impenetrable core of the GAG. We then have for the excluded volumes
where E1(0)2 denotes exclusion of a neutral "1"-particle by "2"-particles.
Adding the expressions for excluded volumes per unit volume, Eqs. S1, S2 and S3 give the total excluded volume per unit volume (Eq.6 in the main text) for a neutral albumin test particle and also for a charged albumin test particle in a neutralized case. The volume is the steric part of the total excluded volume per unit volume of a charged albumin molecule.
Exclusion of an electrically charged albumin test particle
When the test albumin particle has charge and albumin particles are not neutralized because of high ionic strength, it will be excluded from a larger volume than given from Eq.6 in the main text, and we again enlist the different excluding agents one by one:
Exclusion by charged albumin molecules
The same number of charged albumin particles are concentrated outside the GAGs and interact with a charged albumin test particle there. We have, for the total excluded volume and the excluded volume per unit tissue volume where E1(-)1(-) denotes exclusion of a charged "1"-particle by charged "1"-particles,
Here is the distance of closest approach for two charged albumin particles, and when then is found from an equation similar to Eq.5 in the main text.
Exclusion by collagen matrix particles
Since the electrically charged test albumin particle does not penetrate the GAGs, the test albumin particle only interacts with matrix particles outside the swollen GAGs. We have ,
and per unit tissue volume ,
where E1(-)3 denotes exclusion of a charged "1"-particle by "3"-particles. In the main parenthesis in Eq.S5, we have subtracted from the total number of "3"-particles in the tissue the number of "3"-particles that fall within the volumes of all swollen GAGs. It is convenient to define an effective collagen particles density in Eq. S6,
and we then have per unit tissue volume instead, .
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Exclusion by GAGs
We have for the total volume exclusion and the exclusion per unit volume ,
where is the distance of closest approach from Eq.5 in the main text.
Adding the excluded volumes per unit volume from Eqs.S4, S8 and S9, we have the total excluded volume per unit tissue volume for a charged test albumin particle (Eq.7 in the main text).
Corresponding expressions for the excluded volume outside the tissue in the equilibration cell follow, letting .
Macromolecular pressure from dense gas formulas
In Chapman & Cowling (1) and Ferziger & Kaper (2), expressions for pressure and pressure forces are developed involving an extended Boltzmann equation for dense gases. These developments may be adopted for macromolecule "gases" in the interstitium. Here the pressure of macromolecules stems from their thermal (stochastic) motions due to interactions in between themselves, with stationary collagen matrix and GAG particles where the sizes of all these particles play a role, and with the background fluid of neutral and charged small molecules of the same temperature as the macromolecules. Non-uniformities of the pressure give rise to pressure forces that drive the gas into a uniform equilibrium, if the effects of external forces are absent, which is the case in equilibration cell experiments. A key factor in these formulas is the dense particle effect on the collision frequency of interacting particles. When a finite size spherical particle "i" (diameter ) collides with finite size particles "j" ( ) the collision frequency increases with , the -factor (1, 2) as compared with the corresponding frequency when particles are of negligible sizes or particle density is small.
We develop the pressure for macromolecules ("1"-particles) inside the tissue in equilibration cell experiments. The corresponding pressure outside the tissue follows, letting .
For a dense gas of one type of particles ("1"-particles), density and diameter the following scalar pressure according to the above references is ,
where the -factor is ,
which reflects the effect of the lower amount of available volume and gives an increase in pressure due to both an increase in density and an increase in the size of macroparticles, as compared to cases of dilute gases of small molecules. When immobile "2"-and "3"-particles of uniform densities also occupy the volume where "1"-particles move around, the pressure of "1"-particles increases even more because there is even less available volume, and an immediate extension of the above expression has the form (S12) where (S13) and .
When "1"-particles are electrically neutral, also is the centre to centre distance of two "1"-particles on touch, similarly for and for "1" -"2" and "1" -"3" particles on touch. , and are therefore also the distances of closest approach for their centres. Now, in our presentation, "1" -particles plays the role of charged albumin molecules, "2"-particles the role of charged GAGs and "3"-particles substitutes for the electrically neutral interstitial collagen matrix. As a result, the distances of closest approach of "1-1" and "1-2" interactions are often larger than the distances on touch, and these new distances of closest approach replace the above and , letting (S15)
for charged interactions while "1-3" interactions are unchanged. We then have, instead of Eqs. S11 and S13,
and .
Eq.S12 undergoes the following change,
In the derivations, a "1" particle interacts with only one "1"-particle, or one "2"-particle or one "3"-particle at a time. In Chapman & Cowling (1), shielding effects when two particle interactions are disturbed by third particles are discussed, which when incorporated gives modifications of the numerical coefficients in Eqs.S10, S18. However, instead of considering this we shall include the effect that is of prime interest in this presentation, i.e. the effect when hydration (given by tissue thickness z) increases in a tissue sample. In addition to a decrease of the densities of "2"-and "3"-particle centres, given by Eqs.1-2 in the main text, the GAGs will increase significantly in sizes (radii) so that they nullify parts of the "1"-"3"-particle interactions. Therefore, the last pressure term in Eq.S18 changes and we have (S19)
where the smaller effective volume density of collagen particles already introduced in the section above is used, and the new -factor in Eq. S19 has the form .
(S20)
Second equation in Model 1: Uniform macromolecular partial pressure after equilibration
At the end of each equilibration cell experiment we have no average particle movement and no fluid flow, and we have eliminated the effects of gravity and macroscopic electrical forces. We therefore have equality of macromolecular partial pressure on the inside and the outside of the tissue. These pressures are given by Eq.S19, and pressure equality gives the second equation in Model 1 for and :
Hence, Model 1 solves Eqs.16 and S21 for and .
Second equation in Model 3: A special Clausius equation of state after equilibration
One may apply an equation of the state of the macromolecules in equilibrium like the equation of Clausius (3), which in our case will be (S22)
With pressure balance between the inside and the outside the tissue we have = .
(S23)
Hence Model 3 solves Eqs.16 and S23 for and .
Experimental hydration scale versus thickness of tissue sample
For comparison of results from models and from laboratory equilibration cell experiments, where another hydration variable is used, it is essential to have a relation that connects the two variables. In laboratory experiments (4), the hydration scale, which we here shall denote by , is equal to , which may be written . The dry weight of materials in the skin interstitium, in particular of collagen, may be found from Bert et al. (5) , while for our modelling and for the comparison of our model results with laboratory experiments, at least in a qualitative way, it suffices to set the specific weights equal to 1 gram/ml and thus equal to that of water. As a result we simply have .
(S24)
Cells in the tissue contribute both to water content and to dry weight, and should generally be taken into account. However, restricting the discussion to the dermis having a low cell content (5), we can neglect their effects here. We may also leave out the dry weight of GAGs, that is in the order of 1% of that of collagen (see Table 1 ). Accordingly, the transformation between variables z and may be determined fairly well using the volume fraction of water to volume fraction of collagen matrix particles. For the most dehydrated state we assumed Eq.18 in the main text, i.e. in every unit volume element, and hence in any volume, half of it is occupied by collagen particles and the other half by water. The most dehydrated state is for tissue thickness . We may then consider the volume of particles corresponding to a full length of particle material in that state, and that collagen particles of the same length d occupy the tissue sample at every tissue thickness z. Hence we have the formula
varies in a linear way from 1 to as z varies from 0.6 mm to 1.6 mm.
Discussion supplementing "RESULTS AND DISCUSSION" in the main text
When we consider some of the results more carefully, we note that the three models (1 -3) have Eq.16 in common. The second equation for each model is a pressure or an available density equation. Densities and are volume densities of macromolecules in each cell experiment where the tissue thickness z is constant and is also a measure of hydration. In the macromolecular number conservation equation Eq.16 is given a low value in computer runs A-C and a relative high value in D, giving the order of magnitude of densities observed which are the and calculated from the models (see Figs. 4-6 and Figs. S1-S3). The macromolecular volume density inside the tissue is less than outside and both densities mostly show a growing tendency as hydration increases, i.e. as z grows. Because of collagen and GAGs the available volume for macromolecules in a unit volume is less inside than outside the tissue. If macromolecular density distribution follows a principle of equality for the available density, as in Model 2, then in equilibrium the volume density inside the tissue will be less than outside. As z (or hydration) grows, densities of the centres of collagen particles and GAGs decrease according to Eq.1-2. At the same time, GAGs grow and charged human serum albumin at physiological pH values, or large electrically neutral macromolecules, are restricted to movement outside the GAGs. The net effect of this z-increase or hydration increase is seen from Fig. 4 to be that volume density inside the tissue increases. This will also be the case for outside tissue, which is not shown. When using models 1 or 3 a similar variation of volume densities with z or hydration is observed, but equality of molecular pressures now are the explanations.
Comparison between results from parameter choices C and A, where parameter has the same low value, sheds some light on charge and steric effects on volume exclusion. With parameters A charged macromolecules (albumin) with diameter 7 nm move, and the distance of closest approach for macromoleculemacromolecule interaction has been found to be 7.88 nm from an equation similar to Eq. 5. With parameters C neutral IgG macromolecules of diameter 11.2 nm move, and the corresponding distance of closest approach is 11.2 nm. Therefore, the amount of excluded volumes stemming from such interactions is higher for the large neutral particles than for the smaller charged ones, since densities are the same in experiments using either albumin or IgG. However, since these densities of albumin/macromolecules are low, the effect on the total exclusion is relatively low. Fig.2 (inset) shows that the distance between the centre of the charged macromolecule and the GAG surface falls from approximately 6.2 nm to close to 0 nm as hydration increases when z increases from 0.6 mm to 1.6 mm, before repulsion due to electrostatic forces takes place. In comparison the centre of a neutral, large macromolecule does not come closer than 5.6 nm to the GAG surface before it is repelled by the steric effect, except perhaps somewhat nearer when hitting closer to a surface hole on the GAG surface. At low hydration, GAGs are small and the charge effect of interaction with charged macromolecules of radius 3.5 nm is comparable to the steric effect of neutral particles of radius 5.6 nm. However, at low hydration volumes, exclusion due to steric interaction between numerous collagen matrix particles and charged macromolecules (albumin) of radius 3.5 nm is markedly less compared to steric exclusion of 5.6 nm neutral particles interacting with the same collagen matrix particles. At high hydration, this steric effect may be weakened since the number of interactions between collagen and albumin/large macromolecules is less. This may partly explain the relatively high difference between volume densities of these particles at low hydration inside the tissue, while there is a lower difference at high hydrations (Fig. S2) . Outside the tissue the difference in volume densities is reversed due to particle conservation (not shown). As evident from Fig. 6 in the main text there is, over the whole hydration range, a higher volume exclusion of the 11.2 nm macromolecules than of the 7 nm electrically charged albumin particles.
Comparison between some results for parameter choices A and D, where in A a low value for macromolecule input, , is used and in D a much higher value (5000 fold), with otherwise the same parameters, highlights the contribution of charged macromolecule-macromolecule interaction to the values of volume exclusion. The effect of such interactions for low density (A) is vanishingly small compared with contributions from macromolecule-collagen and macromolecule-GAG interactions. In Fig. 5 models 1-3 , which determine and , with different profiles as shown by Fig. 4 , have a negligible effect on volume exclusion. However, in Fig. S3 , where parameters D have been used, we see some effects of charged macromoleculemacromolecule interactions also appear, and also that models 1-3 give different results in particular at low hydration when compared with the results from parameter choice A.
Supporting Material figures

Figure S1
Steric and charge parts of total excluded volume for each state of hydration. Parameter values according to row B, Table 1 , with a lower K-value compared with row A. Hence, GAG-swelling as hydration increases is lessened and the steric part of exclusion then increases compared to A.
Figure S2
Comparison of volume densities for neutral macromolecules (diameter 11.2 nm) and charged albumin particles (diameter 7 nm) inside tissue for all hydrations. Parameters as in rows C and A, Table 1 . Model 1 was used for calculating particle densities. The density curve for albumin is identical to the density curve for Model 1 in Fig.4 .
